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By ScRIBANUs

>

THE Congress! To all the delegates the staff
of the Literary Supplement wishes a pleasant,
stimulating and instructive week-end. Although
no session of the Congress should be overlooked,
still the round-table discussions, because of their
importance and practicability, should under no
circumstances be missed. We hope to see you
there.
MEMORIES ANDWhat? There is no pastime more pleasant
and seductive than to relive past memories; nor
is there one which so impedes action and throttles
high endeavor. The Congress will live in our
memories, the source of many a dreamy hour in
the sweet arms of reminiscence, but, if such are
its only effects, it has failed. An event of this
kind is only a beginning, an introduction to a ripe
and fragrant field that must be further explored
to be fully appreciated. And this raises a problem.
ARBITER LIBRORUM
What books to read? What books not to read?
What books to buy? What books to leave innocuously on the shelves, there to gather a thin coating of well-merited dust? As Scribanus moves
hither and yon among the book-lovers of the West,
he realizes daily with ever-increasing perturbation
that this is the problem. There are magazines
which give this information; but magazines are
expensive and must be read with discrimination.
There are publishers' catalogs, but the blurbs therein contained are often misleading, leading the
reader to believe that all the books of the season
are either.. masterpieces or potential ~t-sellex:s.
After many an hour spent with hand idly wandering about a rapidly thinning pate- an absentminded gesture characteristic of intellectuals and
eccentric poets--Scribanus and his colleagues hit
upon the idea of a literary supplement to the
Brown and Gold. The enthusiastic response to
the first number convinced us that we were right.
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History and
The Catholic Revival
By

JOSEPH WALKER

TH~ phase in t~e evolution ?f Western culture

which began With the Renaissance has run its
course. Critics today are almost unanimous in
=
Down a pathway through the trees,
Greater beauty passes now.
their agreement that we have reached the end of
Dressed in pink and silver, talking
Then you move off through the twilight,
~ an historical epoch. Fundamental rumblings are
audible on all sides; radical changes are the policy
~
Softly, laughing lightly, as the breeze
Melt and merge in slate-gray air;
of the hour. Before our eyes a civilization is in
the throes of transformation.
~
Rustles by your cheek caressing,
Leaving memories to the night
At such a time it is fitting that we stand back
As the bluebells nod and buw;
And scent of lilac everywhere.
~
from
the maelstrom of contemporary life and
i
i
:
i strive to gain a comprehensive view of the past
I
: five hundred years; for it is only in this way that
-FRANK SULUVAN
we can intelligently weigh causes and identify
i
i effects.
It will help, perhaps, if we visualize this period
of five centuries as !l mighty drama in which one
epic scene follows breathlessly upon the heels of
·another.
The first act of the play was laid in the Italy
of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. Supermen
By C. ARTHUR CASSIDY
By HARRY HAMILTON
appeared on the stage, demigods of knowledge
ARITAIN is not unknown in America. Last AGNES REPPLIER, dean of American essayists and power, and when they had passed, in addition
to a new interest in the ancient classics and a new
winter he lectured for several months at St.
and one of the brightest ornaments of Catholic style of architecture, there remained in the heart
Michael's College, University of Toronto, and sub- letters in the United States, was born April 1,
of Christian culture, like some foreign substance,
sequently addressed several audiences within the 1858, of French parents in the quiet old city of
the seeds of a pagan concept of man.
boundaries of these United States. To the Amer- Philadelphia. She was educated at the convent
Scarcely had the curtain fallen when the scene
ican mind he represents in a very distinguished of the Sacred Heart in nearby Torresdale, an event
changed
and new actors dominated the stage, wearway a thorough-going reaction against the ideas which she later commemorated in her delightful
of the nineteenth century. He has been called Convent Days. She has never married, and lives ing the garb of religious reformers. As the action
anti-modern and, if by anti-modern is meant the today in her native city a life of comparative re- unfolds and comes to a finish, we see the result
· ~isl'uption -of tkl:f"l"elilriumr-ulitm--o.~~r;e~,tel:Jr-------...
- ~
rejection of the ideas of Descartes, Luther '\nd tirem6llt..culture:
Catholicism here,
there, CalRousseau, then in truth is the appelation just, and
Maritain would be the last to disown it. There
After all these years Essays in Idleness remains vinism in between. When the curtain rises on the
is, however, nothing static about his reactionary her most popular book; and well it may, for we next act, scholars and thinkers hold the center
evangel; he advocates no sentimental flgiht to the find therein all that is characteristic of Miss Rep- of the stage. Descartes is there with the soul in
past, no servile adoption of the medieval idea, plier at her best. A representative of that indis- one hand, the body in the other. Locke and Hume
no attempt, in short, to live the life of the thir- pensable family which stems from Montaigne and appear with Bishop Berkeley in the background.
teenth century in the twentieth; but he does preach Charles Lamb, Miss Repplier clothes the common, Rousseau and Voltaire have soliloquies. When
the adoption of the fundamental principles of jejune things of life with an aura of gentle beauty, the curtain falls on the enlightenment, the audience
the philosophy of St. Thomas and their dynamic content to amuse and entertain, and to let preach- sits back but does not relax, for it knows that
THROUGH STREET
application to present conditions. If the philos- ing remain an adjunct of the pulpit. She posses- scepticism is hiding in the wings. Just as the
We were afraid that you were about to leave ophy of the Schoolmen is universally given a ses a prose style easy and rhythmical, capable religious unity of Western civilization was disus before the finish. As must be evident by now, hearing today, it is due in no small part to Jacques alike of pathos and sharp, epigrammatic bluntness. rupted during the sixteenth and seventeenth centhis portends to be a sales talk. The approach, Maritain and his confreres. It is they who have She can be playful at one moment; serious--within turies, so too, was destroyed the intellectual unity
you will admit, was unobtrusive, if somewhat re-studied St. Thomas in the light of contemporary reason-at the next. Regardless of her present of our culture during the course of the eighteenth.
mood, Miss Repplier always reflects the sane, Thereafter relativism rules the world of thought
roundabout, and probably fooled everybody ex- pro blems, an d ' th us studying, have brought him happy
outlook on life which is the birthright of and philosophy loses its soul.
cept the hapless slave to mystery yarns. Scribanus to life again.
every
Catholic;
and to her credit let it be said
finds consolation in the thought that the motive
The fourth act recounts the epic of science.
The main facts in Maritain's life are simply that she has never traded this birthright for a
back of the Literary Supplement is completely told. He was born in Paris, November 11, 1882, mess of pottage, no matter how fresh and modern Against a nineteenth century background, the new
apostolic, free alike from commercial ambitions of a distinguished Protestant family. His grand- it might be. With respect to the sordid side of science achieves stupendous results, carrying the
and the lust for fame. Were the history of the father on his mother's side was Jules Favre who, reality, she has well-expressed her philosophy: audience along on a wave of blind enthusiasm.
supplement written to date, we would have to use after signing the rigorous treaty which brought "There are some things in life so radically un- More than once in the course of the action, an
red ink. As for the fame . . . . .
to a close the Franco-Prussian war and completed wholesome that it is not safe to approach them actor leans over the footlights, his face distorted
the fall of the Second Empire, was instrumental save with laughter as a disinfectant; and when by their hollow glare, to consign God and His
AN INVITATION
in the creation of the Third Republic.
people cannot laugh, the moral atmosphere grows Heaven to the fairy realms of myth and fable.
We invite you to subscribe to the Brown and
Maritain was given every educational advan- stagnant, and nothing is too morbid, too prepos- Man had become God, the audience was told; the
Gold with its literary supplement. In ad<).ition to tage by his ambitious mother and in due course terous, or too mischievious to meet with sympathy human race had been emancipated by the findings
of science, and the scientists, banishing suffering,
Scribanus' column of book chat, the supplement arrived at the Sorbonne. Bergson was just be- and solemn assurances of good will."
would soon make a heaven out of earth. Among
will carry regularly, four book reviews, sketches ginning the series of lectures which was to bring
Miss Repplier has not been afraid to laugh in others, Ernest Renan said so, wearing the buskin
of the men who are responsible for the Catholic about the downfall of materialistic philosophy,
revival in letters, and original articles by young and Maritain, who could never have found peace a mournful age which takes itself far too seriously of the tragedian. The audience could not know
in a purely material world, followed the new mas- for its own good; and the American reading public, of course that the sock of comedy would have been
writers of the Rocky Mountain region.
ter joyfully. About the stately corridors of the if we may judge from her popularity, has been more appropriate. The nineteenth century came
MISTLETOE AND A CRIB
Sorbonne it was soon whispered that in Maritain grateful. If, as a critic has said, she is an apostle to a gaudy end. The orchestra sounded triumphant
Christmas is coming with its inevitable gift Bergson had found his most brilliant disciple. In of common sense, then it is a common sense far chords. The audience dreamed of the "great heal·
problems. Books are always acceptable and wel- spite of his success, however, Maritain remained removed from the Puritan brand, and which does ing Dawn." The curtain dropped.
Now we are witnessing the dying moments of
come; but for some reason or another are seldom dissatisfied, and his marriage to a young Jewess, not preclude an occasional smile and a vivid flash
the last act. The triumphant march of progress
given. Judging by the high quality of fall lists, a fellow student, did not bring him the peace and of poetry.
book shoppers will have little difficulty in making happiness which he desired. Then happened one
Since her last published volume of essays, has ended in the World War, the blinding climax
a selection. Scribanus recommends: Sargent's of those "accidents" which only have meaning which appeared in 1924, Miss Repplier, save for of four centuries of ponderous thought and epic
Thomas More, Belloc's Charles I, Agnes Repplier's when the finger of God is seen therein. On their sporadic sallies in our drawing room magazines, action. We have watched the dismal treaty of
Junipero Sierra, Denis Gwynn's De Valera, Chris· honeymoon they read a novel by Leon Bloy, La has forsaken her ordinary genre for biography. Versailles, the failure of the League of Nations,
topher Hollis' Erasmzts, Clayton's Saint Anselm, Femme Pauvre. Bloy was an ardent Catholic and In rapid succession she has given us lives of of the effort to disarm, the rise of Communism,
Gheon's Secret of the Little Flower, for everybody. all his writings were permeated with an intense, Father Marquette and Mere Marie of the Ursu- the world-wide depression follow in swift and ter·
For your more serious-minded friend you can flaming Catholicity. The book had a tremendous lines; and as I write this sketch a new book is rible succession; so many steps leading inevitably
choose from Dawson's Spirit of the Oxford Move· effect on the youthful Maritain and his even more brought to my desk, damp and smelling of ink. to the darkest catastrophe.
Amid this scene of sorrow and disillusion, of
ment, Leslie's Oxford Movement, Ellard's Christian youthful wife. So moved were they by it that After recreating vivid phases of the early history
Life and Worship, Claudel's Ways and Crossways, they decided to visit Bloy. .The result of the visit of Canada, Miss Repplier has shifted the scene lost faith and empty hope, the Catholic RenaisMercier's Challenge of Humanism, Gill's Beauty was the conversion of the Maritains. As one critic to the western part of the United States, and in sance appears fresh and confident, like some enLooks After Herself, and a number of others. For has put it: "They were destined to go across the !unipero Sierra gives us an engaging picture of trancing mirage in the heavy air of the stifling
the fiction fans there is a new book by Ethel Cook drab wastes of materialism, weak with futile wan- the Franciscan effort to civilize a barbarous con- desert. Only it is not a mirage. Men feel it,
Eliot, Green Doors; one by Sigrid Undset, Ida derings and torn with intellectual unrest; they tinent. It is a remarkable tribute to her versatil- touch it, find it to be real. They watch while
Elizabeth; one by Monica Selwyn-Tait, Uncharted were to find a glimmering of life in the reaction ity to know that critics have begun to dispute the work of digging anew the wells of Truth and
Spaces; one by Elizabeth Rayner, Not All Saints; of Bergson; and were eventually to find the noon- whether her essays or her biography will longer Beauty goes confidently forward. Some of them
one by the talented German authoress, Gertrude day sun in the philosophy of St. Thomas.
survive. The reviewer prefers to keep them both. embrace it: a Paul Claudel, an Alfred Noyes, a
von Ie Fort, Veil of Veronica. And, of coursfl,
From then on Maritain was a changed person;
Her works to date fill approximately fourteen Jacques Maritain, a Maurice Baring. Others stand
Mrs. Talbot Clifton's Book of Talbot, and Maurice he had the faith and confidence of a man who volumes and may be found in any library. Chief by undecided, weighing the future and the possible
O'Sullivan's Twenty Years a-Growing cannot be has found his way. Devoting all of his time to among these are Books of Men, published in 1888· alternatives. "The world," said Dean lnge not
omitted from any list. One reputable critic calls ~e study of ~t. Thomas, he .b~ame. in a surpris- Points of Interest, 1892; In the Dozy Hours, 1894; so long ago, "must soon choose between a black
The Book of Talbot one of the greatest since the mgly sho~ time an authontative mterp;eter of Essays in Idleness, 1893; Essays in Miniature, pope and a red pope; between Rome and Moscow.
war. Read this book by a Catholic about a Cath- the Angelic Docter. In 1914 he was given the 1892; Under Dispute, 1924; Pere Marquette, 1929, For my part, I prefer the black Pope." But as
(Continued on Page 2, Col. 1)
olic.
(Continqed on Pqe 2, Col. 2)
and Mere Marie of Ursulines, 1931.
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THE BROWN AND GOLD

Book Reviews

Jacques Maritain
(Continued from Page 1, Col. 2)

Rene Bazin

November 23, 1933
Sir Philip was editor of the Review of Reviews
from 1921 to 1922. After relinquishing that position he traveled widely and wrote voluminously
-articles, books, and essays.
Philip is the only one of the three brothers
who is a Catholic and because of this fact his
books seem to have a saner outlook on life and
are of a more lasting quality. In appearance and
talents the brothers likewise differ. Philip is a
rather tall, thin man whose face is gentle and
ascetic. Cosmo is more on the order of a "man
about town," while A. Hamilton, although partially resembling Philip, is more brawny and ath·
letic. Philip, li~e all artists (I presume) , is
eccentric to a certain extent-his eccentricity consisting in his being the most absent-minded man
alive (according to his wife).
Philip's books are well worth reading. His
novels are amusing and interesting. Although he
is a dyed-in-the-wool Catholic writer, there is no
taint of the "sacristy" in his work. Gibbs is too
fine a writer to obtrude Catholicism on a book.
It is only after finishing a novel of Gibbs'
(such as The Age of Reason) and meditating for
a time on its content that you see through his subtlety and actually realize his ideas. (Until I had
finished The Age of Reason I was under the impression that Sir Philip was an atheist!)
His works include novels, historical essays and
studies. I append a partial list of his hooks:
Beauty and Nick, 1914; The Soul of the War,
1915; Battles of the Somme, 1916; Now It Can Be
Told, 1920; Adventures in ! ournalism, 1923; Young
Anarchy, 1926; Darkened Windows, 1928; and The
Winding Lane, 1931.

By FRANK EGAN
LOST LECTURES, by Maurice Baring. Alfred A. chair of professor of Scholastic Philosophy at the
Knopf, New York, 1932. $3.00.
JT
has
been
said
that to display power is a great
Catholic Institute of Paris, and a talented crowd
gift;
but
to
create
the illusion of unmeasured
Mr. Maurice Baring, not the least among the came to sit at the feet of the new Master. It was
large group of outstanding writers who are con- about this time that his hooks began to appear reserves of power belongs to genius. Such was
tributing their splendid works to the enthusiastic with a subsequent widening of his influence, until the genius of Rene Bazin, the "grand old man"
revival of Catholic Letters, has gathered together today there is no intellectual who can afford to of the French Academy.
This quality of forceful restraint is the domin this, his most recent hook, fourteen "Lost Lec- remain ignorant of Maritain's work. Among his
inant
characteristic of the works of Bazin, who
tures," as he calls them. (I like the subtitle bet· translated works are: Prayer and Intelligence;
ter: "The Fruits of Experience.")
Art and Scholasticism; An Introduction to Philos- was truly an artist in depicting fine shades of
meaning where force is felt rather than expressed.
Mr. Baring is the Catholic author of The Coat ophy; The Angelic Doctor; The Things That Are
In contrast to the carnal "naturalism" of Zola
Not
Caesars.
Without Seam (1929), Robert Peckham (1930),
and his followers, Bazin brought to the movement
and In My End Is My Beginning (1931)-the biof realism a style characterized by tenderness, love
ography of Mary, Queen of Scots. With a few
of provincial life, and elevation of the mind. He
exceptions, the Lost Lectures are new, not having
showed that sacrifice is not always sorrowful and
been either delivered or published until Decemthat it may be horne with a dignity that harbors
her, 1931.
no complaint.
By FRANK SULLIVAN
Reading Lost Lectures is a delight. I shall
The characters in his novels which correspond
re-r~ad the hook not from necessity, hut because
friend who reads books said, "He is the most closely to life are those of the laboring
I wish to experience once again the feeling that
time's foremost writer," and my friend who classes, perhaps because he understood men and
c_omes to one who realizes that he has spent his doesn't read at all said, "Even now the 'time's best' women who are accustomed to resignation and
time not only profitably, but delightfully. Mr. was walking in the dusk - a duck wearing a self-sacrifice. Believing firmly that work is the
Baring's subjects are interesting in themselves-- fright wig."
unremitting, inflexible law of humanity, Bazin set
·
he has known so many people and lived in so
his greatest works against a background of peasI might-though it is doubtful-have been able
many places: England, Russia, France, Italy, Turant life.
key, and the Balkans--and when these subjects to resist the best writer of the age; hut the best
He was well able to understand the reserved
are treated as he treats them, they become fascin- whose hair bushed so violently as to startle obser- and quiet nature of the Breton peasant, due to
ating. His wholesome, instructive reflections in vation, despite the extinguishing effect of a large, the fact that he was brought up in the country
Poetry and the Moods of the Public"; his luxur- broad-brimmed hat, him I must see.
where he early acquired a deep knowledge and love
The blackrobe introduced him with a flourish of the earth and of the men who live by the soil.
iant, wandering thoughts in Pushkin (Russia's
Shakespeare) ; his ingenious musings on his ex- and he replied in a voice so low that a freshman
Perhaps his greatest power lay in the ability
periences at school in Oxford and Cambridge; his seated in the far rear of the balcony-a position to portray nature and the beauties of landscape
delicately fine satire in Diplomacy and High-Brows proper to freshmen, it seems--was not distracted in such a way that it seems both visible and lovand Low-Brows (which reminds one of the artistry from his observations by what the great man had able. He had the poetic ability of associating
of Horace and Lucilius in this type of literary to say. I watched as he hacked his ponderous nature with the dreams, joys and sorrows of man.
genre); his playful humor that brings out the body up to an all hut insufficiently expansive arm· It is in the works of Bazin that we perceive most
"laughter that makes men brothers" in Stimulants, chair and, patting left, then right, his coat tails clearly the "misty marshes of the Vendee, the
all these make the fruits of Mr. Baring's experi- tight about him, settled himself into the seat. It black, barren heaths of Brittany, and the tall rocks
By CHARLES c. COLLINS
ences positively charming. But over and above was a rare occasion when the university put out and mountains of Central France."
all is the sincerity of the author, combined with its best furniture, but tonight, in gracefully-taperIn Donatienne his treatment of the scenes of HIS ey~s are large an~ alert,_ with the least _sug·
a mature, kindly judgment. The reward of his ing, spindle-legged magnificence, one of Notre Breton life, as in La Terre qui meurt, gives a picgesllon of a rogmsh twmkle. There 1s a
contact with so many phases of life has been an Dame's more noble chairs graced the speaker's ture of the abandonment of the land by the peasant homely beauty about his face, still unwrinkled,
outlook on reality humorous but not foolish, seri- platform; and filling it to overflowing this Ches- and his flight to the cities. Here the treatment that enhances the appeal of its obvious youth. The
ous at times, but never depressing, tranquil but terton bulked huge against the background.
of provincial life and scenes is much more vivid tousled mass of hair begins low on his forehead
Through glasses that seemed to have been than those passages which pertain to life in the ·-scandalously low for an intellectual. But then
far from the "nil admirari" of the Stoic.
Maurice Baring is worth reading!-/ames Silas stopped by an act of God and at the last possible city.
Mr. Hollis belies the traditional concept of an
Keane.
moment from rolling off his nose, G. K. C. glared
The first work of note written by Bazin was intellectual. Meeting him on the street, you might
at a single page of notes as though to impress it the Tache de l'encre or Stain of Ink, which was take him for the varsity halfback, an impression
*
*
with the fact that there would he no nonsense tol- recognized by the Academy. This story, like his emphasized still more by a healthy, solid body.
THE CHURCH AND SPIRITUALISM, by Nesbet crated. He talked in a deep, throaty voice, so other earlier novels, Les Noellet and Ma Tante At any rate, you would never suspect that the
Thurston, S.J. Bruce, Milwaukee, 1933.
solemn that when it tripped on a bit of personal Giron, had about it a certain sweetness and charm man before you is one of the most brilliant young
In this most readable book, Father Thurston merriment, the audience was shocked into humor- hut was lacking in strength and color. After a writers in England.
presents to his readers an authoritative opinion ous appreciation, even though it did not under- period of travel in Europe, ho)Vever, ·Rene re·
Hollis is rather hard to define because his
stand the joke.
upon the thorny subject of spiritualism.
turned with a fresh insight intoJ the character of mind seems to contain something of the essencf!
-..------...;...._.,'file frwst · enjoyanie part of the book, aside
To see this shaggy giant of a man shake up the French peasant through his opportunitie" of of quicksilver. Indeed you might think him flig~ty
from the many interesting facts given, is the middle and down the long, wide bulge of wrinkled gray comparing him with others of the same class in until you noticed that his thought is based sohctlv
course which Father Thurston has chosen. He waistcoat, was to see the gods of laughter bestow foreign lands. He was consequently able to throw on Catholicism. What seems to be flightiness is
does not say that all spiritualism is trickery, nor their choicest gifts upon a favored son. After the the characters of his novels into stronger relief in reality versatility. In his four published books
he has attempted three different literary genres,
that spiritual phenomena is the work of the devil. first night, with many caps and gowns and stiff, and thus made his work more colorfuL
Bazin's best works were written between 1893 and, what is more, attempted them with equal ease
Between these extremes, he takes a position similar starched shirt fronts, the lectures blossomed into
to that of Pere Mainage, who said "1) The Church a sort of informal conversation, with Chesterton and the time of his reception into the French and success.
While a student at Oxford, Christopher Hollis
has not pronounced on the essential nature of explaining, exposing, quoting, and criticising his Academy in 1904, with the exception of his last
spiritual phenomena; 2)The church forbids the self-confessed kin, the Victorians. His talk ran work, Magnificat, which was a sort of literary came to this country as a member of the Oxfordgeneral body of the faithful to take part in spir- smoothly until it approached a quotation, where- swan song relating the call to the priesthood of Cambridge debating team. Upon his return to
itualistic practices; 3) In the manifestations which upon he would shut his eyes and launch upon a a Breton peasant. Here we find Bazin at his best England, undoubtedly while thinking upon the
occur, the church suspects that diabolical agencies passage, gaining speed and losing volume, word in his treatment of the epic of the priest and the follies and foibles of Americans in general, he
wrote his first book. The American Heresy is a
by word, until he finally reached the end, slightly peasant.
may per accident intervene."
It would be impossible to conceive of Bazin stinging satire on what he saw during his stay
This is certainly a brief and to my mind most breathless, hut noticeably proud of the achieveor of his characters in any other setting than among us. Delving very diligently into our hissatisfactory exposition of the Church's stand in ment.
After however long it was he talked, he rose Catholicism. His thought was enriched by all that tory from the Revolution to the World War, he
this matter. With respect to those who, with the
late Conan Doyle, accept spiritualism with the reluctantly and walked with quick, short steps was comforting and instructive in his religion. brought to light many of our hidden "heresies."
gullibility of a child, Father Thurston merely pre- that hinted of a swagger off the stage, into the Until his death on July 20, 1932, he brought to Then he sat back to poke gentle, but none the less
sents the fact that, since its beginning to the present oblivion of the wings. After he had thus quit Catholic culture a literary genius wholly devoted pointed, fun at us, our institutions and some of
day, spiritualism has been undermined and shot the stage, we departed for home, wishing we might to the cause of God. It was a part of his being our public men. Never bitter and always stimthrough with quackery, trickery and fraud.
accompany him wherever he was going, and re- and in his works we find no hint of doubt or ulating, with no trace of contemporary bad manNever deviating, however, from his middle producing in our imaginations that voice whose uncertainty. His was an ardent, disciplined and ners, the book is a fine piece of work for any
man's first effort.
course, the learned English Jesuit says that since strangeness of tone and accent delighted with its unquestioning belief.
Then came a life of St. Ignatius, wherein Hollis
Catholicism is based upon proved miracles, it newness our often harshly-assaulted American ears,
treated the greater founder of the Jesuits in a
would hardly do for a Catholic "to throw over- but whose softness made us strain to hear in the
way that was refreshingly new hut always reverend,
hoard the reiterated statements of modern witnes- large auditorium.
imitating in this the best models of literary hagioses of credit who relate what their eyes have seen
By WALTER KRANz
and thir ears heard in circumstances which . apparOnce my timorous hook-reading friend slipped
graphy. He considered St. Ignatius from the viewinto the sacrosanct confines of the off-stage and SIR PHILIP HAMILTON GIBBS is another pow- point of a man of the world, rather than from
ently exclude the possibility of deception."
met Gilbert Keith himself. The conversation slid
erful Catholic writer who is bearing the lighted some spiritual pedestal, but his approach is never
The questions of telepathy and clairvoyancy aimlessly to Mencken, whose magazine had then
are most clearly discussed and Father Thurston just attacked with all its unanswerahle bitterness torch of truth through the wilderness of modern worldly, though sometimes open to discussion.
Next came a recital of the events in the Protshows plainly how small may be the line of de- the "Chestertons" and the "Bellocs." "I don't be- paganism. Philip Gibbs is considered a great
marcation between the preternatural and myster- lieve he likes me," said G. K. C. Whereupon he writer by critics of every shade of belief. Al- estant Reformation in England. In the Monstrous
ious natural powers. All of which adds to the laughed so loudly that the blackrobe, who seemed though he resides in England his books are "chewed Regiment Hollis, showing obviously the influence
strength of Father Thurston's middle position and a sort of self-elected, assistant guardian angel, up and digested" in America as well as in Europe. of Belloc, makes no attempt to water down the
Philip is the eldest of a literary trio composed truth for an unfriendly audience. Here we have
shows the wisdom and caution of the Church in
I
h
hurried up and glared my friend out of counten- of Cosmo Hamilton (Gibbs) , A. Hamilton Gibbs, blunt statement of fact given with all the intensity
not committing herself d~finite Y on t ese matters. ance--and the dressing room. After all, a college
It is enough that she sh~uld forbid her children man is a dangerous thing to have around when and himself. Philip's son, Anthony Gibbs, is also of a keen mind backed by a real knowledge of
to meddle with influencee and powers which can you are counting on someone being impressed with following the literary traditions of the family and the situation. The Monstrous Regiment is a fine
exposition of that bloody drama which took place
do no good and may do great eviL
a college. I think though that the great man would had his first hook published in 1925.
Undoubtedly some Catholics of either a skepPhilip first came into international prominence in England during the sixteenth century.
liked to have finished his talk that day. It when a London newspaper sent him to Copenhagen,
For his last book, Christopher Hollis has chosen
ti·cal or a credulous turn of mind will take issue have
seemed to me that he liked us.
with the book, hut I feel sure that the vast majority
with several other journalists, to get the story of what I believe to be his natural field, namely, hisof intelligent readers, keeping well in mind the
When the night of the final lecture arrived, the Dr. Cook's discovery of the North Pole, following torical biography. This study, which appeared a
cautious policy of the Church in these matters, local society, accoutered in evening clothes, again the latter's return from the Arctic regions. It short time ago, and was a recent choice of The
mingled with the school-dressed students. But the was at this time that Gibbs showed his metal when Catholic Book Club, is a scintillating account of
will be in hearty accord with Father Thurston.
In Spiritualism and the Church we have a cap- great man tossed them no pearls. He talked to he deliberately challenged the statements of Dr. that brilliant and obstreperous Renaissance scholable study of a most fascinating subject. The book the corduroy, not to the lace and broadcloth that Cook, since he suspected the whole discovery was ar, Erasmus. Although still a young man, ·Hollis
is one of the Science and Culture Series of which night. He told us how six weeks before he had a fraud. This was indeed a perilous step for a is only in his early thirties, he has produced a
Father Husslein, S.J., is director. ~t maintains felt strange while talking to us, whom now he young, unknown journalist to take, since Dr. Cook very remarkable work. In Erasmus Hollis prethe high standard .set by the former_ volumes in. thought of as his friends. He went back over all was at that time recognized as a man of reputable sents to us a book well worth reading not only
those lectures and took a hit from each, and as standing. Nevertheless Gibbs pursued his accusa- for its accurate narrative, but also for the rich,
this remarkable senes.-Chas. C. Collm11, I r.
a gift he left them with us. Then nodding to tions until an official investigation finally exposed well-developed style in which it is written.
<:../V
us with his best farewell how, he quit the stage.
For those who are interested in biographical
the fraud and Philip was able to relax and exfacts I present the following data: Christopher
claim, "I told you so."
History and the Catholic Revival
When war broke out in the Balkans, Philip Hollis was born in 1902, his father being the
(Continued from Page 1, Col. 4)
was
sent as a correspondent for the Daily Graphic Rev. C. A. Hollis, an Anglican clergyman. He
"We
call
upon
our
own
Catholic
people,
young
yet the gloomy dean has ma~e n~ move ~ that
was educated at Eton and graduated from Balliol,
direction. The important pomt IS that thmkers and old, to maintain valiantly the standards of with the Bulgarian army.
Oxford. In 1924· he was converted to the Catholic
In
1914
he
was
war
correspondent
with
the
worthy,
clean
literature.
We
ask
them
to
make
not of the Faith recognize the importance of a
Church. He was married in 1929 and has one
French
and
Belgian
armies
and
from
1915
to
1918
part
of
the
crusade
of
Catholic
Action,
of
which
it
revival of Catholic thought and letters at this crit·
ical juncture in our civilization. «?nee ~fore. the the Holy Father speaks."-Hierarchy, Washington, he was correspondent with the Eritish armies in son. At present he is an assistant master at .Stonythe field.
hurst, a famous Jesuit college in England.
1933.
Church saved Europe. She can do It agam.

G. K. C.
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